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Abstract
Despite recent advances, dialogue systems still struggle to achieve fully autonomous transactions. Therefore, when a system
encounters a problem, human operators need to take over the dialogue to complete the transaction. However, it is unclear what
information should be presented to the operator when this handover takes place. In this study, we conducted a data collection
experiment in which one of two operators talked to a user and switched with the other operator periodically while exchanging
notes when the handovers took place. By examining these notes, it is possible to identify the information necessary for handing
over the dialogue. We collected 60 dialogues in which two operators switched periodically while performing chat, consultation,
and sales tasks in dialogue. We found that adjacency pairs are a useful representation for recording conversation history. In ad-
dition, we found that key-value-pair representation is also useful when there are underlying tasks, such as consultation and sales.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the advances in deep learning-
based techniques, we are seeing the emergence of
highly sophisticated dialogue systems (Brown et al.,
2020; Pichl et al., 2020; Ou and Lin, 2020; Adiwardana
et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2021). Despite this progress,
dialogue systems still struggle to achieve fully au-
tonomous transactions with users, necessitating human
operators to take over the dialogue to complete the
transactions when problems occur. However, it may be
difficult for humans to take over the dialogue smoothly
because the content of the dialogue may be complex
and/or difficult to immediately grasp. Some systems
show the raw dialogue history, highlighted keywords
(e.g., Kawahara et al. (2021)), or summary (e.g., Ya-
mashita and Higashinaka (2021)), but even so, it is not
yet clear what kind of information is most effective for
a smooth handover. Here, we define handover as join-
ing a dialogue in the middle and achieving the original
objective of the dialogue.
In this study, in order to identify the necessary informa-
tion for a smooth handover of dialogue, we conducted
a data collection experiment in which one of two op-
erators talked to a user and switched with the other
operator periodically, exchanging notes when the han-
dover took place (Fig. 1). By examining these notes, it
may be possible to identify the information necessary
for handing over the dialogue.
In our experiment, we collected 60 dialogues in which
two operators switched periodically while performing
chat, consultation, and sales tasks in dialogue. Our
analysis showed that adjacency pairs are a useful rep-
resentation for recording conversation history. In addi-
tion, we found that key-value-pair representation is also
useful when there are underlying tasks, such as consul-
tation and sales.

take the note when they switch over

avatar user

operator 2operator 1 note

dialogue

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of dialogue handover ex-
periment. Two operators switch periodically to talk
with a user while exchanging notes.

Section 2 of this paper describes related research. In
Section 3, we present our dialogue handover experi-
ment consisting of three different dialogue tasks (chat,
consultation, and sales) in which two operators take
turns talking with a user while taking and passing notes
that are useful for the handover, resulting in 60 dia-
logues/notes with 240 operator switches. In Section 4,
we analyze the notes to identify the information neces-
sary to hand over the dialogue.

2. Related Work
The handover in dialogues from systems to operators
has been researched in the context of call routing,
where a call from a user is transferred to an appropriate
operator in a call center. Gorin et al. (1997) devel-
oped a system that identifies the topics of a dialogue
and routes the call to the appropriate operator. Walker
et al. (2000) proposed a method to detect a problematic
situation in dialogue by examining the features (includ-
ing acoustic, natural language understanding, and dia-
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logue manager features) of the dialogue so that the call
can be handed to an operator at the appropriate timing.
However, there has been little research on the actual
type of information to be shown to an operator during
call routing.

Kawahara et al. (2021) proposed a framework in which
a system basically performs most of the dialogue, and
if a problematic situation is detected, it nudges a hu-
man operator to take over. This makes it possible for
one operator to talk to multiple users at the same time.
In this system, an operator is shown raw speech recog-
nition results with highlighted keywords (e.g., places
and person names) to help him or her grasp the con-
tent as easily as possible. Yamashita and Higashinaka
(2021) conducted a dialogue handover experiment in
which two parties continued a given conversation with
one having the whole context and the other only a par-
tial context (i.e., a summary of the dialogue). The
aim of that experiment was to determine what kind of
summary was effective for continuing the conversation.
They reported that presenting the operator with the final
lines of a dialogue was the most helpful. Our work dif-
fers from these studies in that we empirically examine
the necessary information, including summaries, raw
text, and keywords, that may be necessary for the han-
dover of dialogue.

For the situation in which multiple speakers take turns
to provide dialogue service, Huang et al. (2018) pre-
sented Evorus, a human-in-the-loop dialogue system.
In Evorus, multiple crowd workers and chatbots decide
on the next system utterance from among candidates
suggested either automatically or by other crowd work-
ers. Arimoto et al. (2020) conducted a data collec-
tion experiment in which multiple operators with dif-
ferent skills participated in a dialogue as one operator
and found that operators could learn each other’s skills
through the dialogue. In our study, as in the above,
two operators work together to provide a dialogue ser-
vice; however, our work differs in that we focus on the
process of handover and the information necessary for
making it smooth.

We are particularly interested in the presentation of di-
alogue content to facilitate its understanding by oper-
ators. Various representations of dialogue have been
proposed, e.g., topic segments (Hearst, 1997; Jiang
et al., 2021), discourse segments (Grosz and Sidner,
1986), information states (Larsson and Traum, 2000),
and adjacent pairs (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973), along
with their extension forms such as comment-response
pairs (Stivers, 2013) and sequence organizations con-
sisting of three or more parts (Schegloff, 2007) (e.g.,
initiation-response-follow-up and initiation-response-
approval (Tsui, 1989; Enomoto et al., 2005)). In
this study, while keeping these structuring methods in
mind, we investigate empirically which representation
is most effective for the handover of dialogue.

3. Dialogue Handover Experiment

In order to investigate the information necessary for di-
alogue handover, we conducted a data collection exper-
iment in which one of two operators talked to a user and
switched with the other operator periodically while ex-
changing notes. By examining such notes, it should be
possible to identify the information necessary for hand-
ing over the dialogue. In this section, we present the
overview and design of the experiment, which includes
the dialogue tasks, procedure for operator switching,
post-experiment questionnaire with the dialogue partic-
ipants, and post hoc interview with the operators.

3.1. Overview

A schematic diagram of the dialogue handover exper-
iment is shown in Fig. 1. In this experiment, two op-
erators act as one operator, swapping at regular inter-
vals, and interact with one user. While one operator is
talking to the user, the other operator is talking to an-
other user. When the operators switch, they exchange
the user they are speaking to. That is, two dialogues
are conducted in parallel. This is mainly to make the
experiment time-efficient, but this situation, which re-
quires the operators to switch their mindset from the
last dialogue to the next dialogue quickly, imposes a
significant cognitive load. This hectic situation may
encourage them to generate the necessary notes for un-
derstanding the dialogue quickly.
We recruited four operators, two women and two men,
and put them in pairs consisting of two women (opera-
tor pair 1) and two men (operator pair 2). Each operator
pair interacted with ten users three times each. There
were a total of 20 users, each of whom participated in
three dialogue tasks in random order (the tasks are de-
tailed in the next subsection) for a total of 60 dialogues.
The experiment was conducted in Japanese.

3.2. Dialogue Tasks

To identify the general elements for a handover of var-
ious types of dialogue, we conducted the experiment
with multiple dialogue tasks. Specifically, we prepared
three dialogue tasks: chat, consultation, and sales. In
the chat dialogue, the operator acts mainly as a listener
and the user as a speaker. The speaker talks about their
favorite things and the listener attentively listens, ask-
ing questions and responding as necessary. In the con-
sultation dialogue, the operator acts as a travel agent
and the user as a customer. They talk about travel plans
for a given destination based on a document listing var-
ious tourist spots and accommodations. To make the
consultation more realistic, we chose Slovenia as the
travel destination, as it is a place most participants had
little prior knowledge of. In the sales dialogue, the
operator acts as a salesperson and the user as a cus-
tomer. The salesperson recommends one of three vac-
uum cleaners, which are shown in Fig. 2.
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Item Statement
Naturalness The dialogue was natural.
Objective achieved The objective of the dialogue was smoothly achieved.
Satisfaction I was satisfied with the dialogue.
Difficulty in understanding the context† I had difficulty understanding the context at times.
Difficulty with next utterance† Sometimes I did not know what to say.
Usefulness of other operator’s note† The note written by the other operator was useful to me.
Usefulness of own note† The note written by myself was useful to the other operator.
Cooperation† I was able to cooperate smoothly with the other operator.
Content understanding‡ I was able to understand what the operator was saying.
Individuality‡ I was able to get a sense of the operator’s personality.
Consistency‡ There was consistency in what the operator was saying.
Confidence‡ I felt that I could trust the operator.
Attention‡ I felt that the operator was paying attention to me.

Table 1: Questionnaire items. A dagger (†) indicates questions posed only to operators and a double dagger (‡)
indicates questions posed only to users.

(a) Robot type (b) Stick type (c) Canister type

Figure 2: Vacuum cleaners used in sales task1.

3.3. Operator Switching
The duration of each dialogue was set to ten minutes.
The operators switched at approximately two, four, six,
and eight minutes after the start of the dialogue. All
dialogues were conducted using Zoom2, a web confer-
encing system, with the video on. To prevent the user
from detecting the switching of operators, the operators
changed their voices by using a voice changing soft-
ware3 and appeared as an avatar4, as depicted in Fig. 1.
In addition, the operators were instructed to use a sim-
ilar register and similar linguistic expressions as much
as possible. The users were not informed of the opera-
tor switching.
Each operator was instructed to take notes and pass
them on to the next operator every time they switched.
We did not specify how to take the notes or provide
them with any specific instructions, with the idea that
they could empirically discover an effective strategy for
taking notes through trial and error. Since there was
a possibility that graphical information would be re-
quired, we asked the operators to take notes on paper

1(a) https://www.irobot-jp.com/product/i3/, (b) https:
//www.dyson.co.jp/dyson-vacuums/cordless/dyson-micro/d
yson-micro-pro.aspx, (c) https://store.miele.co.jp/INTERS
HOP/web/WFS/Miele-JP-Site/ja JP/-/JPY/ViewProduct-St
art?SKU=10810670-set1

2https://explore.zoom.us/products/meetings/
3https://clownfish-translator.com/voicechanger/
4https://store.steampowered.com/app/274920/FaceRig/

(A4 size). Operators talked with the user in sound-
proof booths close to each other and exchanged the
notes in person.

3.4. Questionnaire and Discussion

At the end of each dialogue, the operators and the user
filled out questionnaires indicating their level of agree-
ment with 13 statements on a 7-point Likert scale. Ta-
ble 1 lists the questionnaire items for each role (opera-
tor and user).
In addition, after three dialogues (i.e., three dialogue
tasks) had been completed with a user, both opera-
tors and the user indicated which of the three dialogue
tasks were the easiest/hardest to deal with, what had
impressed them, and what they had noticed. Opera-
tors also answered which dialogue task they found the
smoothest/least smooth for cooperating with the other
operator.
After each dialogue, the operators discussed ways of
improving the note-taking process for ten minutes.
After every six dialogues, the operator pairs were in-
terviewed by the experimenter for about 15 minutes to
review the dialogues they had just completed. In the
interview, the operators answered which information in
the notes was helpful as well as the handover situations
in which they felt they had failed.

3.5. Example of Dialogues and Notes

After the experiment, we manually transcribed all utter-
ances, the contents of the notes, the discussions, and the
interviews. Figure 3(a)–(c) shows example dialogues
for each task: (a) is an example of a chat dialogue,
where the operator asked in-depth questions about mu-
sic, (b) is an example of a consultation dialogue, where
the operator asked the user about her intended duration
of stay, and (c) is an example of a sales dialogue, where
the operator asked the user about his budget. Figures 5
and 6 show examples of notes, where one operator took
notes in black ink and the other in red.

https://www.irobot-jp.com/product/i3/
https://www.dyson.co.jp/dyson-vacuums/cordless/dyson-micro/dyson-micro-pro.aspx
https://www.dyson.co.jp/dyson-vacuums/cordless/dyson-micro/dyson-micro-pro.aspx
https://www.dyson.co.jp/dyson-vacuums/cordless/dyson-micro/dyson-micro-pro.aspx
https://store.miele.co.jp/INTERSHOP/web/WFS/Miele-JP-Site/ja_JP/-/JPY/ViewProduct-Start?SKU=10810670-set1
https://store.miele.co.jp/INTERSHOP/web/WFS/Miele-JP-Site/ja_JP/-/JPY/ViewProduct-Start?SKU=10810670-set1
https://store.miele.co.jp/INTERSHOP/web/WFS/Miele-JP-Site/ja_JP/-/JPY/ViewProduct-Start?SKU=10810670-set1
https://explore.zoom.us/products/meetings/
https://clownfish-translator.com/voicechanger/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/274920/FaceRig/
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U I often listen to songs that were pop-
ular in the past.

O Oh, yeah, that’s nice. Do you play
that music on your guitar?

U Oh, I do.
O That’s good.
O Could you tell me about your fa-

vorite artists?
U Well, I like a band called LU-

NASEA.
O Oh, that’s good, that’s cool.
U I’m practicing playing LUNASEA

songs on the guitar.

(a) Chat

O How many days are you planning to
stay?

U Ah.
U I’m not even sure if it’s possible

to go there for about four days and
three nights, but that’s about what
we’re planning on doing.

O Four days and three nights, right?
U Yes.
U What do you think? I was think-

ing of asking you if I can visit the
spots sufficiently in that period. I
haven’t been able to take a day off
from work yet, so...

(b) Consultation

O Oh, thank you very much. By the
way, what kind of budget do you
have?

U Hmmm. Well, let’s see. I’d say
within 50,000 yen if possible.

O Within 50,000 yen. Okay.
O Within 50,000 yen. Yes. OK, let me

make some recommendations con-
sidering that price.

U Uh-huh.
O Let me tell you, the price of Dyson

is 49,800 yen. Yes. I think that suits
your budget.

(c) Sales

Figure 3: Example of dialogue for each dialogue task, where operator is denoted by O and user by U. No switching
of operators occurs in these examples. The above dialogues have been translated from the original Japanese to
English by the authors.

Chat Consultation Sales
Speech duration 3 m, 57 s 6 m, 19 s 6 m, 13 s

Utterances 86.1 82.9 86.1
Characters 1312 (15.2) 2175 (25.0) 2057 (23.9)

Words 778.0 1217.3 1210.8
Unique words 177.3 280.2 279.2

(a) Utterances of operators

Chat Consultation Sales
Speech duration 6 m, 26 s 4 m, 21 s 4 m, 39 s

Utterances 71.3 85.5 87.6
Characters 2262 (31.7) 1474 (17.2) 1626 (18.6)

Words 1320.2 883.3 971.3
Unique words 278.2 192.7 212.2

(b) Utterances of users

Table 2: Statistics of utterances. The number in paren-
theses is the number of characters per utterance.

Chat Consultation Sales
Characters 208.4 115.3 120.5

Words 105.4 57.8 63.6
Unique words 40.7 18.8 21.1

Arrows 151 116 115

Table 3: Statistics of notes.

4. Analysis
In the following sections, we present our analysis of the
dialogue statistics, the notes, the discussions, the inter-
views, the utterances after switching, and the question-
naire results.

4.1. Dialogue Statistics
We first examined the statistics of the dialogues. Ta-
ble 2 lists the dialogue statistics for each speaker role.
Over the course of a 10-minute dialogue, the operator
made 80 to 90 utterances and the user made 70 to 90.
The other statistics were different depending on the

1 2 3 4 5
50

100
150
200
250
300
350

Chat (pair 1)
Chat (pair 2)

Consultation (pair 1)
Consultation (pair 2)

Sales (pair 1)
Sales (pair 2)

Figure 4: Time transitions of the number of characters
in a note. The horizontal axis is the number of times the
operators finished two dialogues. An operator pair con-
ducted two dialogues in parallel, switching with each
other. The average number of characters in the notes
for both dialogues is plotted.

task. In the consultation and sales tasks, the number of
characters per utterance differed significantly between
operators and users, indicating that the operator had
taken the initiative in the dialogue. In contrast, in the
chat task, the number of characters per utterance of the
operator was shorter than that of the user. This indi-
cates that the user was taking control of the dialogue,
and the operator mainly provided brief feedback.

4.2. Note Statistics
Table 3 shows the number of characters, words, unique
words, and arrows in the notes for each dialogue task.
The number of characters and words in the notes is
roughly proportional to the user’s average number of
characters per utterance. They increase in the order of
consultation, sales, and chat. The number of words in
the chat task is higher than in consultation and sales,
reflecting the greater variety of topics.
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(a) Example of note in chat task. In
this dialogue, the user mentions that he
likes to play the Gibson guitar he bought.
He also likes to listen to music and has
been to live concerts. Most of the utter-
ances are connected by arrows, e.g., U:
Electric guitar→O: Do you go to their
concerts?→U: Yes! Too bad I can’t go
to concerts these days.→ · · ·

(b) Example of note in consultation task.
In this dialogue, the user mentions that
she wants to spend four days and three
nights. There are key-value pairs, e.g.,
“Length of stay | Four days and three
nights”, as well as utterances connected
by arrows, e.g., U: I want to drive
there.→O: The view is beautiful.→U:
I’m looking forward to it.

(c) Example of note in sales task. In
this dialogue, the user wanted a vacuum
cleaner fitting his budget. All utterances
are connected by arrows, e.g., U: The
robot type is too expensive for me.→O:
It is expensive, but high-spec.→U: For
example?→ · · ·. A key-value format can
be seen in the middle: Budget→Within
50,000 yen.

Figure 5: Examples of notes taken at the end of the experiment. In the captions, operator is denoted by O and the
user by U. (a) (c) The operator and user utterances are divided into left and right, and arrows connect the utterances.
(b) Information is summarized in two formats: key-value pairs and a format similar to that in (a) and (c).

(a) Example of note in chat task. (b) Example of note in consultation task. (c) Example of note in sales task.

Figure 6: Examples of notes taken at the beginning of the experiment.

Figure 4 shows the transition of the number of charac-
ters in the notes per dialogue. The number of characters
written by operator pair 1 peaked in the second dia-
logues, after which it decreased and tended to converge
to approximately 250 characters in chat and 170 char-
acters in consultation and sales. Except for the notes of
the first dialogues, the utterances of operators and users
were separated into left and right. The number of char-
acters written by operator pair 2 for consultation and
sales did not change much from the beginning to the
end of the experiment, and the format of the notes did
not change either. Overall, the number of characters

and the format in the notes roughly converged for both
pairs and dialogue tasks. See Fig. 5(a) and (c) for the
format of the notes at the end of the experiment when
they seem to have converged.

4.3. Analysis of the Notes
Since we did not specify how the notes were to be writ-
ten, the operators used not only text but also graphi-
cal elements such as delimiter lines, circles, and ar-
rows, as seen in Fig. 5(a) and (c). The arrows were
typically used to represent relationships between utter-
ances, such as questions and answers. This format is
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similar to that of adjacency pairs (Schegloff and Sacks,
1973) with some extension. The conventional adja-
cency pairs consist of two adjacent turns of different
speakers, and the first pair part triggers the second pair
part (e.g., question-answer). The adjacency pairs have
been expanded to include a case where the first pair part
of a two-turn exchange is a weak trigger for the second
pair part, such as when a comment is followed by its re-
sponse (Schegloff, 2007; Stivers, 2013). According to
Tsui (1989) and Enomoto et al. (2005), the adjacency
pairs can be expanded to cope with pre/post-expansions
and third pair parts (e.g., initiation-response-follow-
up). The notes here included these types of adjacency
pairs.

Most of the operator and user utterances in the notes
were separated into left and right and recorded in the
form of adjacency pairs. We found 158 adjacency pairs
in the notes and manually classified the instances into
conventional adjacency pairs (50 instances), extended
adjacency pairs containing comment and follow-up (59
instances), and extended adjacency pairs containing
three or more parts (49 instances). We had quite a few
adjacency pairs containing the operator’s comment or
follow-up in the notes; such information seemed use-
ful for the operators to improve the consistency of their
own utterance content.

An example note for the consultation dialogue task is
shown in Fig. 5(b). This note is more straightforward
than the one in the chat task because consultation is a
task-oriented topic, which means the intention of the
speakers is clear and the conversation often centers on
simple questions and answers. In the lower half of the
note, we can see the information is written in the format
of questions and answers (i.e., adjacent pairs), as in the
case of chat, but in the upper half, the information is
written in the form of key-value pairs (similar to slots
in information states (Larsson and Traum, 2000)), e.g.,
“Length of stay | Four days and three nights”. This for-
mat also appeared in the notes for sales (e.g., Fig. 5(c)).
In consultation and sales tasks, the user information
that the operator needs to obtain is often predetermined.
Therefore, in addition to the adjacent pair format, the
key-value pair was considered effective in these tasks
because it allows an operator to see at a glance what in-
formation the operators have already gleaned and what
information they have not yet gleaned.

The notes shown in Fig. 5 are from the end of the exper-
iment, when the number of characters had converged.
Figure 6 shows the notes of dialogues at the beginning
of the experiment for comparison. The notes in the
early part of the experiment seem rather unstructured.
However, as the experiment progressed, the notes be-
came more structured—e.g., utterances were separated
into left and right parts, utterances were connected as
adjacent pairs, and independent key-value pairs were
created—indicating that the notes were made in a for-
mat suitable for dialogue handover.

O1 Um, well, we’re going to go through the airport, um,
the city, um, roughly so, um, about two or three hours,
about three hours, I guess.

U Hmm.
O1 Uh-huh.
U I see, so it’s not impossible to visit everything in three

days, is it?
O1 Yes, that’s true.
O1 Uh-huh.
O1 You’re right.
− <switching>
O2 Oh, sorry, I’m getting a bit of a signal.
U Hmmm.

O2 Once again, please.
U I think I’d like to stay in the town of Kobarid.

O2 Kobarid.

(a) Example of a dialogue in which the operators could not be
switched smoothly. According to the interview, the operator
did not know what to say even though he looked at his note,
so he pretended that he could not hear the user’s speech due
to a poor signal and asked the user to speak again.

U Uh, uh, the name of its maker is Gibson.
O1 Oh, it’s a really expensive one, yes.
U I got excited and bought it.

O1 Ah, yes, it’s a bit pricey, isn’t it?
U That’s right.

O1 I see.
O1 Heh, Gibson’s, what model is it?
− <switching>
U Well, I don’t remember the model number, but it’s a

black guitar.
O2 Black!
U That’s right.

O2 Gibson.
O2 Heh.

(b) Example of a dialogue in which the operators were
smoothly switched. The switched operator (O2) was able to
understand that the previous operator was talking about Gib-
son guitars.

Figure 7: Example of dialogue immediately before and
after switching. Operator before the switch is indicated
by O1, operator after the switch by O2, and user by
U. The above dialogues have been translated from the
original Japanese to English by the authors.

4.4. Analysis of Discussions and Interviews
During the discussions, one operator mentioned that af-
ter switching, she referred to only the last line of the
note (which seemed to be the most recent information)
because she did not immediately have time to read the
whole note carefully. Then, after uttering something
else, from the next turn onward, she mentioned that she
went back through to grasp the history of the note. This
indicates that it is necessary for the operator to have two
types of information in order to immediately respond
and to understand the dialogue history. One of the op-
erators parroted back the most recent utterance of the
user immediately after the switch. Parroting like this
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Word 4-grams Translation
ですよねー。 /そうですよ
ねー /そうですねー、

I see. Yeah, yeah.

ええええ Ummm.
ちょっと今電波が /ごめん
なさいちょっと今電波

Sorry, I think we have a
bad connection.

あ、ごめんなさい、 / あ、
ごめんなさいちょっと

Oh, sorry.

ごめんなさい、もしもし。 Sorry, can you hear me?

Table 4: Word 4-grams whose frequency of occurrence
immediately after switching was significantly higher in
the operator’s utterance.

is helpful as a first utterance after switching because it
allows the operator to confirm what the user is saying
and possibly elicit additional information.
During the interview, one operator stated that he was
careful not to make mistakes such as contradiction or
unintentional repetition of utterances that had already
been made. However, there were occasions when he
repeated the same questions. Inconsistent utterances
were also frequent in both pairs of operators. For ex-
ample, during a chat about chocolate, the operator be-
fore the switch said, “I think it’s delicious, too”, but
the operator after the switch made a contradictory self-
disclosure, saying, “I’m not a fan of sweets”. This op-
erator stated that it was difficult for two operators to
behave as one unless they knew the personality of the
other. This also highlights the importance of consis-
tency in the dialogue between operators.

4.5. Analysis of Utterances After Switching
Figure 7 shows an example of dialogue before and after
switching. It seems there were characteristic words in
the vicinity of the operator switching. Therefore, we
investigated what kind of expressions appeared there
by mining word 4-grams.
We compared the frequency of the word 4-gram be-
tween the operator’s utterances made within ten sec-
onds of the operator switching and those made at other
times. For word segmentation, we used the morpholog-
ical analyzer MeCab5 with the IPAdic dictionary.
We created 2 × 2 tables that show two groups of oper-
ator utterances, immediately spoken after the operator
switching or in another timing, and whether a certain
word 4-gram appeared or not. To determine whether a
certain word 4-gram was more likely to appear imme-
diately after the switching, we conducted a Fisher’s ex-
act probability test. Table 4 lists the word 4-grams that
appeared at a significantly higher frequency between
after the switching and the other timing at the 1% level.
As we can see, the word 4-grams that appeared fre-
quently in the utterances immediately after the switch-
ing showed an increase in the number of back-channels
(e.g., “I see.” and “Yeah, yeah.”), suggesting that the
operator was prompting the user to continue the ut-

5https://taku910.github.io/mecab/

Chat Consultation Sales

Naturalness

Objective achieved

Satisfaction

Usefulness of own note

Cooperation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Difficulty with next utterance

Usefulness of
the other operator's note

Difficulty in
understanding the context

(a) Operator answers

Naturalness

Objective achieved

Satisfaction

Confidence

Attention

Individuality

Consistency

Content understanding

Chat Consultation Sales
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(b) User answers

Figure 8: Averaged questionnaire scores. The ques-
tionnaire items were on a 7-point Likert scale.

terance. In addition, there were phrases such as “I’m
sorry, I can just barely hear you because you’re break-
ing up”, indicating that the user’s speech could not be
heard. This result demonstrates that it is difficult to
think of the following utterance immediately after the
handover, highlighting the importance of having the
optimal information to support the handover.

4.6. Analysis of Questionnaires
Figure 8 shows the results of the questionnaire on di-
alogue. We can see that, especially in the chat task,
operators had less difficulty in understanding the con-
text and making the next utterance. We conducted
Wilcoxon rank sum tests with Bonferroni correction
and found a significant difference at the 1% level be-
tween chat and consultation in terms of the difficulty
with the next utterance, and between chat and sales as
to the usefulness of the other operator’s note. It seems
that adjacent pairs, which were frequently used in the
notes, were particularly effective in handling chat. In
the case of the consultation and sales tasks, the useful-
ness of the note written by the other operator was as
high as that of chat, at around six points out of seven.

https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
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Chat Consultation Sales

Not smooth (19)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Smooth (18)
Difficult to talk (17)
Easy to talk (18)

(a) Operator answers

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Difficult to talk (17)
Easy to talk (18)

Chat Consultation Sales

(b) User answers

Figure 9: Proportion of dialogue tasks operators and
users preferred. The number of valid answers is shown
in parentheses.

The evaluations from the users were typically around
four out of seven points for all three types of dialogue,
indicating that they were able to interact with the oper-
ator reasonably well even when the operators periodi-
cally switched.
We investigated the correlation between the question-
naire on dialogue and the number of characters in a
note. For the operator’s answers, a positive correlation
was found between the number of characters in a note
and the evaluation of the usefulness of the other opera-
tor’s notes (r = 0.36). For the user’s answers, positive
correlations were found between the number of note
characters and individuality (r = 0.38), consistency
(r = 0.35), and confidence (r = 0.42). These results
suggest that notes with a large number of characters in-
clude helpful information for an operator to speak in a
confident manner and were thus useful, enabling oper-
ators to produce speech with a sense of individuality,
maintain consistency in speech content, and give users
a sense of trust.
Figure 9 shows the results of the questionnaire adminis-
tered after each of the three dialogue tasks, with 20 an-
swers each from operators and users indicating which
of the three tasks they felt best matched a given ques-
tionnaire statement. Since the questionnaire was de-
scriptive (not multiple choice), we had answers such as
“multiple dialogue tasks are applicable” or “nothing in
particular”. We excluded these answers from our anal-
ysis and used only those including just one dialogue
task name. The figure shows the rate of valid answers
in which each dialogue task was specified. Among the
three types, the operators answered that chat was the
easiest for talking and that cooperation among the op-
erators was smoothest. Consultation was the most diffi-
cult for talking, while sales was the least smooth in co-
operation. Although the percentage was lower than that
of the operators, about half of the users also answered
that chat was easiest for talking. These results suggest
that the information necessary to take over a dialogue
was successfully included in the notes for chat, which
consisted primarily of adjacency pairs. Users answered

that the degree of difficulty was roughly the same for
all dialogue tasks, suggesting that the notes for consul-
tation and sales, which included both adjacency pairs
and key-value pairs, were also useful. However, the
operators felt that handovers of consultation and sales
dialogues were not smooth. It was implied that these
tasks, which require task completion, are relatively dif-
ficult to hand over.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we experimentally investigated the infor-
mation needed for handing over a dialogue in a situa-
tion where two operators switched with each other and
exchanged a note. We conducted handover experiments
for chat dialogue, consultation dialogue, and sales dia-
logue and analyzed the notes made by the operators.
For handovers, the operators need to track basic ex-
changes (who said what to whom) and avoid incon-
sistency of their own utterances. To this end, adja-
cency pairs with their associated speakers, which can
express basic exchanges and include the comments and
follow-up utterances of speakers, were found to be use-
ful among the various representations of dialogue. In
task-oriented dialogues, such as consultation and sales,
key-value pairs, which are similar to slot information
in information states, were also found to be useful be-
cause they make it possible to grasp at a glance the
information that has already been mentioned in tasks.
Topic segments and discourse segments were not ob-
servable in the notes in our experiment; although they
provide structure and give a global view of the entire
dialogue, such information may not be needed to fa-
cilitate the handover of an ongoing dialogue at hand.
It may also be possible that the operators were unable
to create elaborate structures while continuing the dia-
logue because it was too cognitively demanding.
As future work, we aim to implement these findings
in an interface suitable for dialogue handover. To this
end, several underlying techniques will be necessary,
such as extracting adjacency pairs from the dialogue
history and extracting certain information in the form
of key-value pairs from the dialogue history, as in the
dialogue state tracking used in task-oriented dialogue
systems (Williams and Young, 2007; Williams et al.,
2014). It may also be necessary to format the extracted
adjacency pairs in a more concise way for understand-
ing the content quickly. Techniques such as identify-
ing the dialogue acts of utterances in adjacency pairs,
summarizing the dialogue for each adjacency pair, and
including key-value pairs in the summary could all be
utilized. Once the interface has been created, we plan
to evaluate its usefulness with human participants in
real handover situations, such as immediately after the
dialogue breakdown (Higashinaka et al., 2016) by the
system.
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